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A hand embroidery & sewing machine project.
Please note:  a sewing machine is required.

Thank you for downloading my Gnome Doll tutorial.  I am so honored that this design 
has inspired you and I am looking forward to seeing your finished doll!  This doll pattern 
can be embellished with hand embroidery, or you can applique with fabric glue, or your 
sewing machine.  Whichever method you prefer.  I hope you love this pattern and have 
fun choosing colors, threads and embellishments!  Be Creative!!!   Gnomes are known as 
symbols of good luck. Originally, gnomes were thought to provide protection, especially 
of buried treasure and minerals in the ground. They are still used today to watch over 
crops and livestock, often tucked into the rafters of 
a barn or placed in the garden.   There are 3 sizes 
included in the pattern.  You can use them as shelf 
sitters, tree ornaments, toys and gifts

“I love you gnome matter what”

If you share on social media, I would really appreciate it if you used the hashtags 
#gnomeDoll, #gnomeDollPattern and #BeeSewInspired.  

Thank you for letting a little piece of my heart into your sewing room!

Sincerely,

Jennifer Long
www.beesewinspired.com

www.instagram.com/beesewinspired
www.facebook.com/beesewinspired

This pattern is NOT FOR RESALE without prior consent from Bee Sew Inspired.  Duplication and distribution of any 
kind is prohibited.  Selling items made using this pattern based on home production scale is allowed, but you must 
give pattern credit to Bee Sew Inspired when listing or selling the final product.

GNOME Doll tutorial 
a modern ragdoll tutorial
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gnome Doll tutorial
3 sizes:  6”, 8” and 10”
Copyright 2021 Jennifer Long, All Rights Reserved.  Bee Sew Inspired.
Pattern questions please direct to info@beesewinspired.com

Instructions:

Please read through all the directions before starting.  This pattern contains both hand 
embroidery and sewing machine applique instructions.  For some parts of the doll, you 
can choose the part that best suits your sewing skills, ability, and visual taste. 

I am excited to be bringing you this holiday 
stuffed ornament in doll form!!!  I believe 
EVERYONE can create beautiful handmade 
items, which is why I try to give options 
in my patterns for the different styles of 
crafters.  This PDF Pattern included fully 
illustrated instructions, 3 sizes of pattern 
templates and 3 sizes of optional SVG cut 
files if you prefer to cut your pieces by 
machine.

Why create handmade ornaments? So 
many reasons... they are beautiful, your 
can create them to your favorite color 
palettes and they are stitched with love! 
If you have never made a doll before, this 
is a PERFECT and simple project for you 
can begin with. I can’t wait to get started 
creating together. 

Beginner Friendly! These Gnome Dolls are simple and fun to create. You can use them 
as shelf sitters, tree ornaments, toys and gifts. You will need about 1 hour per Doll to 
complete this project from start to finish!
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Requirements:

You can find supply requirements needed to make this pattern listed below and on the 
back of this pattern booklet.   This includes fabrics, types, and their uses in this pattern.  
Most pieces can be made out of scraps of fabric from your stash and only need to be 
your hoop size x 2 (front and back of body).

WHAT YOU NEED:

Gnome Doll Pattern Templates 
(your choice of either):
• Gnome Template Pattern
• Gnome SVG Cut Files

 D Fabric Fuse Quick Bond Fabric Adhesive
 D Embroidery Threads in a variety of colors
 D Sewing needle
 D Applique and straight scissors
 D Freezer paper or tracing paper to transfer 

hand embroidery details
 D Spray n’Bond Pattern and Stencil 
 D Small amount of Polyester Fiber Fill
 D Scraps of cotton fabric
 D Benzie Wool-Blend Felt 

Use the code “BEESEWINSPIRED” at Benzie 
Design checkout to receive 10% off your first  
Felt purchase! 
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Instructions:

Prepare Fabrics Before Embroidery:

Stretch Fabrics:  back your fabric by ironing on light-weight fusible interfacing on the 
wrong side.
Pile Fabrics:  such as minky and fun fur will require an overlay, either tear away or 
wash away overlay plastic stabilizer so the embroidery will stitch out nicely over the fur.

1. Print out the doll pattern pieces.  Do NOT select “scale to fit” on your printer.  
Print all the pattern pieces at their actual size.  There are 3 sizes available in this 
pattern (6, 8 and 12 inch dolls).  Please make sure you print the PDF of the size 
of doll you would like to make.  Check the 1” square test box for printer accuracy 
before you begin.

2. Cut all the paper pattern pieces out on the cut line.  You do not need to add a seam 
allowance.  Seam allowances are included in the pattern pieces.

Cut the following:

Doll Main Body: Cut 2 from cotton (front  
and back)
Hat: Cut 2 from felt
Nose: Cut 1 from felt
Beard/Apron: Cut 1 from felt/cotton
Arms: Cut 4 from cotton
Legs: Cut 4 from cotton 
Boots: Cut 4 from felt

Optional: Boot Buckle / Strap (or this can be hand 
embroidered in the following steps.)

If you are using a Cricut Maker to cut the felt shapes, make sure to use your rotary blade 
and set the fabric to felt if using felt.
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3. Lay out the pieces and mark the beard 
placement for the next step.

4. Applique Beard Instructions: Use a small 
amount of Fabric Fuse Quick Bond Fabric 
Adhesive, and dab a bit of glue on the backside 
of the beard. Press in place and let dry for 30 
minutes.

Embroidery Instructions: 

 D Separate the embroidery floss into 3 strands. Using a blanket stitch (or satin  
stitch) stitch around the perimeter of the beard to tack down, using a backstitch, 
stitch out the beard details (stands of hair). 

 
 D Next trace one of the snowflake shapes onto freezer paper or tracing paper. Using 

the SpraynBond Pattern & Stencil Adhesive, tack the traced shape to the front 
right corner of the front hat shape. 

 D Following the stencil, stitch through both layers. Gently tear away the freezer 
paper/tracing paper.
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5. Next, arrange front hat on the Gnome Doll 
front body. Using the Fabric Fuse Quick Bond 
Fabric Adhesive, line the back side of each 
piece with glue and then press in place. Let 
dry for 30 minutes. 

6. Using a coordinating color of thread and a 
blanket stitch (or satin stitch), stitch down the 
edges of the hat where it meets the beard. Note 
the bottom hat edge should slightly overlap 
the beard edge. 

7. Repeat the placement, fabric fuse and 
stitching for the Gnome nose.

8. Prepare the limbs by sewing them together 
with right-sides together. I like to use my 
sewing machine for this part and a shortened  
stitch length.
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9. Snip the seam allowance around all the curves 
and edges and turn the limbs right-side out. Stuff 
firmly with polyester fiber fill and leave a good 
half-inch unstuffed at the top of each limb for 
 easy assembly. 

 
10. Pin all the limbs into position and secure 

using a basting stitch.

 

11. Prepare the backing piece by sewing the top 
hat to the body piece as in Step 7 & 8. 
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12. Lay the prepared backing piece over the 
completed front body piece with attached 
limbs. 

13.  Stitch around the perimeter using your 
sewing machine and a shorter stitch length. 
Make sure to leave an opening for turning at 
the side.  Using a sharp pair of small scissors, 
make little snips around the edges and cut 
away the excess fabric at the corner tips.

14. Gently turn the dolls using the opening. Stuff 
firmly with polyester fiber fill and hand stitch 
the opening closed with a ladder stitch.
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Your Gnome Doll is now complete!
Use your Gnome Doll as a tree ornament, display on the mantel or a super sweet shelf 
sitter. Thank you for sewing along with me today!
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BONUS Gnome Boots:

The Gnome Boots pattern is made with a non-fray 
fabric such as wool-blend felt.  You can choose 
between appliquéing the buckle detail or hand 
embroidering it.

1. Take (1) right front boot and (1) left front boot 
shape from the cutting step at the beginning of the 
pattern.

2.  Cut all the paper pattern pieces out on the cut 
line.  You do not need to add a seam allowance.  
Seam allowances are included in the pattern pieces. 

If you are using a Cricut Maker to cut the felt shapes, make sure to use your rotary blade 
and set the fabric to felt if using felt.

Find all the Dolls and accessories patterns at www.beesewinspired.com/shop.

Hug and enjoy!  Please take photo of your new doll and share on social media tagging  
@beesewinspired and using the #beesewinspired hashtag.  I would love to share and 
tag you back.
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For more inspirations and FREE, live video tutorials, 
come and join our quilting community on Facebook at

INSPIRED DOLL MAKING
https://www.facebook.com/groups/InspiredDollMaking

Join a community:

Join INSPIRED QUILTING and INSPIRED DOLL MAKING Facebook communities to see 
to learn, grow and be inspired and supported by other creators and makers!

INSPIRED QUILTING:  
www.facebook.com/groups/InspiredQuilting

INSPIRED DOLL MAKING:
www.facebook.com/groups/InspiredDollMaking

This pattern is NOT FOR RESALE without prior consent from Bee Sew Inspired.  
Duplication and distribution of any kind is prohibited.  Selling items made using this 
pattern based on home production scale is allowed, but you must give pattern credit to 
Bee Sew Inspired when listing or selling the final product.

©2021  Jennifer Long, Bee Sew Inspired, All Rights Reserved.
Gnome Doll – Sewing & Hand Embroidery Pattern

If you have any pattern questions please email us at info@beesewinspired.com
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www.modernragdoll.com

join our free education doll community 
Inspired doll making

www.facebook.com/groups/inspireddollmaking

Bee Sew Inspired
www.beesewinspired.com
info@beesewinspired.com

@BeeSewInspired

Inspire. Share. Create. Love.

* accessory patterns sold seperately

image

I love you 
gnome matter what

sewing pattern

materials required

• Fabric Fuse Quick Bond Fabric Adhesive
• Embroidery Threads in a variety of colors
• Sewing needle
• Applique and straight scissors
• Freezer paper or tracing paper to transfer 

hand embroidery details
• Spray n’Bond Pattern and Stencil 
• Small amount of Polyester Fiber Fill
• Scraps of cotton fabric
• Benzie Wool-Blend Felt 

pattern includes:
illustrated, step-by-step instructions 
option for hand embroidery or apPliqué
pdf pattern for each size

finished doll sizes: 6”, 8” and 10”


